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Left to right: Item 93 / Mace. Wood, metal and fur. Height: 99 cm. Width: 23 cm. | Item 18 / Stele with Gods Tal-Hax and
Shor-Noo. Marble. Height: 52 cm. Width (without base): 45.6 cm. | Item 33 / Funereal Hero. Wood (original) and beads (partly
restored). Height: 67.5 cm. Width: 31 cm.
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Marilyn Kawin (Rivchin), assistant director of the White Museum, stands
among several of the objects in the Llhuros exhibition that was open last month.
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THE CIVILIZATION OF LLHUROS
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“The true origins of the obscure
culture called Llhuros are unknown,"
says the catalog. "Until the
anthropological historians have
disentangled legend from fact it will
remain so.

In the rite of stilt-walking,
pilgrim moved toward a shrine
uneven stilts and carried a bird
his head as an expression
contrition.
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The degrees of intensity of self-denial
determined the quality of contrition
were gauged by the instability and
and masochism that height of the
stilts and the size and waywardness of
the bird. The supplicant's vacillant tone

of self-mockery and petty defensiveness
and his heretical dubiety, have an oddly
familiar reverberation or contemporary
reecho in these lines found at the
Temple of Uoyab:

And almost into my head.
It would be much easier if
I were not on sacred stilts:
That makes it more difficult.

It is not easy to carry a bird on
Your head.
Especially when it is a big,
Big bird,
With its huge wings flopping.
It probably would be easier
If its wings were flapping.
But then, the bird would be
Flying, whereas
I am carrying the bird.
Or so it seems
that I am carrying the bird.
But maybe the bird is
Carrying me, oh, Oh, [sic]
Its talons dig into my ceremonial wig

Item 53 is listed as a Nasal Flute of the
Late Archaic (Lamplö) period, found
in the early excavations at Houndee
in 1962.
“A member of the archaeological
party, Epitacio Alves Abascal, the
Peruvian anthropologist,
accomplished flautist, and national
marathon Olympic entrant, made a
replica of this instrument. However,
he found it a formidable task to play
even a full scale in harmonic
succession.”

But we do not expect the way to
Akaslu to be without
Discomfort or pain.
We know our sins
are less when the pilgrimage is
Not a lark.
This one is not easy.
It is not a lark.
It is a good pilgrimage.
I believe I am a good pilgrim.

Item 57 is a Votive Figure from the
same period.
“Phillip Ewing-Kershaw, who
translated the senberien [leather
sheaths with songs or poems burned
onto their surface], finds the votive
too large for home use. He believes
the impaled torsion of the icon
echoes the traumatic experience
which was demanded of every eldest
son in the Pilkug group.
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From left to right: Item 53 / Nasal Flute. Metal. Length: 45 cm. Width: 12 cm. | Item 57 / Votive Figure. Metal. Height: 150
cm. Width: 34 cm. Item 83 / Computing Machine. Wood and metal. Height: 31 cm. Width: 25.5 cm.

Recitative Given After the Eldest Son Has Drowned His Parents
Recitative

Response (by maternal uncles)

I feel weak as though I were a woman

No, you are a strong man.

They hid beyond a snow bank.

You have a hunter's eyes

My father did not cry out.

You are like him

My mother covered her eyes.

It makes no difference.

Neither fought as I dragged them into
the water.

They knew the laws

My mother sank first.

She was eager to be home.

My father took a full breath.

He was a warrior.
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Item 83 is a Computing Machine from
the Middle Period.
“Unlike historical abaci of sliding units,
this Llhuroscian type of abacus used a
squared digit as the count field with
fixed units. Because each unit is subdivided into three sections, the position
of the twenty-seven numerals governs
the count. This complex field records
equations in trillion multiples. Perhaps
even
more
remarkable
is
the
mathematical fact that division and
multiplication follow accurately by
readings on a ninety-six degree angle
from bottom left upward to top right
downward, respectively.”

Item 130 is described as a Trophy in
Form of Suizon Playing Court, from
the period of decline.

“This is a miniature model of the game
of `suizon' as it was played by robot
players and directed and refereed by a
scientist or intellectual. The trophy was
awarded in alternate years to the
outstanding director-referee.
Suizon was a fast, complex, difficult
game that was controlled by the
director-referee and involved a pitcher
and several runners, calculated angle
shots, and possible rebounds. Most
importantly, the players had to avoid the
collisions and the physical hazards of
depressed and channeled floor areas.
Having the heightened exhilaration of
playing a kind of solitaire, the directorreferee sent from the raised inclined area
second-by-second instructions, via a
thought-transference device worn on his
forehead, to the receivers permanently
located in the middle of the robots'
heads.

Item 130 / Trophy in Form of Suizon Playing Court. Found at Ronup, 1966. Ceramic. Height: 14 cm. Length: 45 cm.
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From an early age the players were
trained exclusively in sports and in all
phases of physical development. When
their bodies neared the peak of fitness in
middle adolescence, these splendid
specimens, with the eager consent of
their sports-conscious parents were
lobotomized to become, hopefully,
`suisonok' or sports robots.
The director-referee was expected to be
totally objective in declaring points and
errors since he was, in effect, competing
against himself. Because the robots were

performing
mindlessly
they
were
unaware of fatigue and had no resistance
to the competitive urge-he had some
responsibility not to kill them with
overexertion. In social deportment and
appearance
the
players
were
indistinguishable from non-robots and,
despite the mental impairment, were not
only accepted fully in society but, as a
matter of fact, were much preferred to
the scientists and intellectuals who,
having the facility of total recall, were
carefully avoided at any and all social
gatherings.”

From left to right:
Item 95 / Miniature Model of the Temple of Holmeek,
Metal. Height (without base): 56 cm. Width (across base)
22 cm.
Item 96 / Effigy Chair from the Temple of Holmeek. Viiben
bird vertebrae and Pruii bird skin. Height: 147.5 cm.
Width: 53 cm.

Item 96 is an Effigy Chair from the actual Temple of Holmeek.
“The chairs were carried empty in the actual procession honoring the god Holmeek; the
mad Temple Virgins occupied the chairs only during the climax of the ceremony. The
chairs were individually decorated as fetishes by the Temple Virgins whose minds and
bodies were ravaged during their imprisonment in the months between annual
festivities.”
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Item 95 is a Miniature Model of the
Temple of Holmeek, a home votive
from the period of decline.
“The model was found at Houndee in the
expedition sponsored by the Swedish
Institute of Archaeological Science and
Research in 1966. The votive contained
miniature effigy chairs, in scale, which
were positioned in the partitioned dais
under the sacred image of Holmeek.
The most complete description of a rite is
given as part of the autobiographical
writings of a Royal Mace Bearer at

Houndee. From his description, below, of
a procession to the Temple of Holmeek it
is evident that the society has been
segmented
into
castes
[including]
religious castes represented by the
Temple Virgins, the Holy Whores, and
the Tomb Washers whose very young
daughters were chosen by lottery as the
darkdow and are starved to death in
advance of this processional festival.”
The following translation was made by
Dr. Chai Lung Lee, director of the
Institute of Paleography, Peking, China.

“With low sweeping circles of sea gulls spraying the evening air with golden dung and
calling the crab snakes to their destruction, the Sacred Procession of the Effigy Chairs
begins with its Royal Noise-Makers pulling long carpets of invisible bells and shaking
great bark-balls filled with crystallized sea foam, its Armless Women in shell tunics and
feathered masks lurching in unison astride giant turtles, its fasting, penitent Bazaar
Merchants stinking like a reservoir of sheeted bones ... its Dwarf Monsters riding wheels of
painted pottery tumbling and falling in the direction of the Temple . . ."

Front cover: Item 47 / Dwarf Monster Riding a Wheel. Metal. Height: 27 cm. Length
(overall): 47.5 cm. Item 29 / Votive Figure. Metal. Height: 118 cm. | Item 109 / Astrolabe.
Wood and metal. Diameter: 53.5 cm .
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